WHAT IS THE NEED?

Section 1203 of the MAP-21 stipulates USDOT to promulgate performance measures in the areas of the National Highway Performance Program (NHPP), Highway Safety Improvement Program, the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program, and the National Freight Movement within 18 months of after the date of enactment of the MAP-21. State DOTs are tasked with developing performance measure plans, which include asset management plans. The focus of this pooled fund project will be in the areas of the NHPP.

WHAT ARE WE DOING?

Preparing for the upcoming Biennial Asset Management Conference which has been postponed to June 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

WHAT IS OUR GOAL?

The objective of this pooled fund project is to provide communication and information sharing among member states. The goal is to also discuss research needs and provide research ideas to the Transportation Research Board (TRB).
WHAT IS THE BENEFIT?

Provide a technology and knowledge exchange forum to enhance the practical knowledge of member states concerning asset management implementation and to enhance the working knowledge of the asset management community.

WHAT IS THE PROGRESS TO DATE?

- Progress this Quarter includes meetings, work plan status, contract status, significant progress, etc.
- NCR Memo Acceptance
- Send invitation to the planning committee
- Collect the Bias and Conflicts form
- Follow-up for pending Bias and conflicts
- Bias & Conflict of Interest Memo Submitted
- NRC Memo Approved and Completed
- Planning Committee Bias and Conflicts Discussion
- Planning Committee Call

2nd Quarter April – June 2019

- Proceedings Submitted by rapporteur edit complete.
- Layout complete to TRB.
- June Committee guide team calls held in April, May and June.
- TAMP share point site operational but may work on call presentations.
- Open water software system set-up.
- Promotional material to APTA
- Rail conference AASHTO Spring Meeting
- FTA state of good repair round table.

3rd Quarter July – September 2019

- 2020 Asset Management Conference
- June Committee guide team calls held in April, May, and June
- Committee guide teams in July, August and September.

- Conference website set-up and operational call for presentations distributed with the due date of September 7.
- Committee given access to open water software site and begin reviewing abstracts.
- Topic teams begin work on building sessions.
- Begin selecting conference workshops.
- Begin marketing conference patrons.

4th Quarter October - December 2019

- 2020 conference in progress in third-quarter July-December committee calls held. Committee Track Lead team calls held in July-December and TAMP Share Point site operational. Open Water/TRB Publication’s Dept. designed and distributed at Annual Meeting Advanced Program for Asset Management. Open Water system is now ready to send out acceptance letters to applicants in Asset Management. Promotional material to APTA Rail conference AASHTO Spring meeting FTA state of good repair round table. Anticipated work for the First Quarter (January 2020-March 2020) Planning committee met at the Annual Meeting in January Asset Management, Planning Call scheduled for February. Asset Management moving forward with scheduling in Open Water and building the Program for distribution. Begin selecting conference workshops and marketing conference patrons.
- Develop plans for opening and closing plenary sessions. Workshops - Finalize list of five (5) four (4) hour webinars and confirm speakers.
- Program - Meetings Department will resend email blast. - Assemble abstracts received and provide planning committee members for review and consideration.

3rd Quarter July – September 2020 – Federal Calendar

- Accomplishments Last Quarter: 2021 Asset Management Conference (3rd Quarter August, September, October)
• Planning Committee
  ○ August call
  ○ September call

**PROGRAM**

• Distribute call for presentations.
• Decided to extend abstract deadline to October 30, 2020 in Open Water.
• Review the July joint AASHTO-TRB “Mega-Meeting”.

**WEBINARS**

• Hold the first three (3) webinars.
• TAM in a COVID-19 World will be a virtual discussion of the path forward by CEO’s to three (3) State DOT’s, two (2) transit agencies and an MPO. A total of over a thousand attended the virtual discussion.
• Developed presentations and speakers for two (2) additional webinars.
• October 1, 1:00 pm Eastern. Data Governance
• October 28, 1:00 pm Eastern. Pathfinder re Resilience

**Update: 4th Quarter - October, November, December 2020**

• Planning Committee
• Hold planning committee call in October, November and December.
• Hold one additional call in October with Chair, Greg Slater to discuss plenary sessions.